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NEW ECONOMIC-FINANCIAL SYSTB4 IN STATE AGRICULTURAL FARMS

- ASSUMPTIONS AND EFFECTS

1. Theoretical prerequisite* of economic reforms in state

agricultural farm*

State agricultural farms, in their over thirty-year long 

history often experienced s negative impact of the system of 

central commands end centralized silocations of the means of 

production, which bed been in force till 1981« Apart from alio- 

cations of ths means of production /being, in fact, free of 

charge/, there was also a system of subsidies* Permanent inef- 

fectiveness of the economic mechanism operating in such condi-

tions gave riae to tendencies towards creating spontaneously 

�submechanisms* allowing for more or les* effective economic 

activity. Their extreme expression were informal lobbies, cor-

ruption, protection of narrowly-conceived interests, and 

voluntarism.

The year 1981 seems to have brought the final discrediting 

of the former system of commands and centralized allocations« 

It witnessed unprecedented dislocations in the national economy. 

There was very rapidly formed a different economic mechanism: 

a free market mechanism with striking signs of speculation.

Thus, the economic reform in state agricultural farms /and 

outside them/ should eliminate, first of all, the above mentio-

ned negative phenomena, restore the planned character of econo-

mic management through bringing the plan's tasks closer to 

realities of the economy on the one h*nd and through launching 

the economic instruments of the plan's execution on the other 

hand« It should promote the conducting of s real and not simu-

lated economic calculus in enterprises and In this way, promote 

more effective utilization of the factors of production, which 

represents the main goal of any economic reform.



Determinanta of accomplishing socio-economic goals in state 

agricultural farms Inherent in the socio-economic system*

The new economic-financial system represents an attempt at 

abandoning the earlier system of commands and centralized al-

locations. Generally, the changes envisaged by it may be consi-

dered convergent with solutions applied in other spheres of the 

national economy within the framework of the general economic 

reform. The basis of the new system, taking'lts concrete form 

in detailed solutions, was to be provided by the principles of 

autonomy, self-management, and self-financing of enterprises 

commonly known today. The following assumptions were made while 

accepting new economic solutions:

- assuring stabilization of privat« farms' development 

/which would, among others, eliminate the pressure exerted 

on state agricultural farms to take over privately-owned 

land and even create a possibility of getting rid of lands 

on which effective agricultural activity aa conducted by 

state farms was impossible/;

- affording more profitable conditions for agricultrual 

production and observing a principle that any growth in 

production costs will be compensated by increase in prices 

of state purchasing of agricultural produce /which would 

allow to abandon the system of subsidies, grants, dis-

counts etc./;

- creating conditions for autonomous formation of economi-

cally justified production structure.

The new system Introduced a principle that enterprises would 

fully autonomouslyshape their organization, directions and 

structure of production, as well as plan their economic-finan-

cial activity. The annual economic-financial plan autonomously 

elaborated by enterprises and taking into account the assump-

tions of a long-term plan, capital equipment of the enterprise, 

and its real production and economic situation provides a basis 

for current management of the enterprise. The planning is car-

ried out at the level of plants with the plan of « multi-plant 

enterprise constituting a sum of plants' plans» The law of the 

economic reform envisages that the plan after its initial ana-

lysis by employees' self-management will be checked by the bank



financing a given enterprise, and next approved by the self-��- 

nageLent organ. . , ' v

The new econoaic system also envisages that the entire eeo- 

noaic-financial activity of the enterprise will be conducted on 

the basis of the econoaic calculus. The changes in the field of 

financing the enterprise's operations aia at attaining a self- 

financing ability by the enterprise. Consequently, there were 

restricted possibilities'of obraining subsidies /which are to 

be fully abolished in the future/, and it was deckled that state 

agricultural faras would be able to benefit from bank credits 

on the same teres as the entire agricultural sector. Principles 

of taxation were unified as well.

In realtion to investments there was accepted a principle 

that enterprises themselves would make decisions in this field 

carrying simultaneously responsibility for all effects of the 

investsent process. The ala of this decision was to enhance the 

interest taken by enterprises in proper preparation of invest-

ments, and in their effective and punctual completion. All in-

vestments are financed from the enterprise'a development fund 

and /for the first tiae in state agricultural farms/ from long-

term bank credits with the terms on which investments credits 

are granted being the saae for all sectors of agriculture.

The final financial result of the enterprise's activity as-

sumes a form of either profit or lesa.

The systea envisages that the enterprise's activity will be 

evaluated every five years /but in Justified cases it may be 

done earlier/. The attained financial result is to be a basic 

criterion In such evaluation,

2. System determinants of accomplishment of socio-economic 

goals in state agricultural faraa

The above review of principles along which the state agri-

cultural sector la to function, enriched by new principles of 

wages, allows to foraulate an opinion that they correspond to 

postulates of raising the effectiveness of agricultural economy 

formulated earlier on. There arises a question however, to lAat 

extent they were verified in practice. We shall try to answer 

this question on*the basis of questionnaire surveys conducted



in selected state agricultural farms ln Lodz macroregim in 1982, 

1983, and 1984.

The problems connected with the functioning of state agri-

cultural farms will be analyzed In three main spheresi

A* organizational,

B. regulatory,

C. motivational*

A* Organizational aspecta of state agricultural farma'

functioning
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Introduction of new economic-financial solutions in state 

agricultural farms involved a necessity of effecting changes in 

relationships between the enterprise and its founding organ« 

From the organizational point of view, enterprises were suboiv 

dinated to the provincial organs of state admlnistrstlon.

This change exerted e favourable influence on operational 

conditions of state agricultural farms in agricultural regions* 

Vithin the new organizational set-UR the position held by stete 

agricultural farne in relation to other enterprises operating 

in a given region was consolidated. Owing to this solution, they 

enjoy among others an easier access to the means of production 

which are rationed.

The situation of agricultural enterprises looks different, 

however, in industrial centres where they hold a weaker position 

in relation to regional industrial potentates.

Even though the relations of »täte agricultural farms with 

their founding organs preserved their formal-bureaucratic cha-

racter, they are no longer troublesome for enterprises. The 

founding organ is responsible for formal acceptance of enter-

prises' economic plans and for performance of'restricted control 

functions. The most important changes from the enterprise's 

point ol view took place In the planning process. Before the re-

form was introduced, the normal procedure had been as follows! 

the Ministry of Agriculture through Amalgamations would transfer 

to subordinated unlxe planning commands interfering directly in 

structure and dynamics of both crop and animal production. They 

would be frequently changed during a yeai; and in this situation 

the margin of freedom possessed by enterprises was practically 

insignificant.



Since 1981, tht analyzed state agricultural farms have been 

elaborating their plans autonomously* Plans are made at the le-

vel of plansts, and an exception here is the investment plan, 

which is elaborsted at the enterprise's level* This creates pre-

requisites for rationalization of the econoaic activity in state 

agricultural enterprises, which becomes aore elastic and better 

adapted to market requirements. Unfortunately, these positive 

prerequisites in the present pricing and procurement situation 

do not bear positive effects. Plans are, to a large extent, 

a fiction and little attention ia attached to them in enterpri-

ses. They are treated as a formal basic for acceptance of their 

intentions by the Provincial Council and the bank. One can got 

an impression that partners in the process of planning» plants, 

enterprise, provincial council, and bank concluded a silent ag-

reement that for the sake of real economic proceaes they will 

not be attaching too much attention to provisions of the plan* 

Although the hitherto planning practice la advantageous for erv. 

terprises, it tends to undermine feasibility and sense of plan-

ning.

In as much as the character of new relationships between 

enterprises and their founding organa may be assessed positively, 

a similar opinion can hardly be formulated in relation to as-

sociations of producers. It is true that these associations are 

an effect of voluntary decisions of enterprises but they were 

established alongside priiclples'of conformity and attachment to 

the old tradition of membership in econoaic amalgamations. 

Another thing la that enterprises were looking forward to fa-

cilitated access to industrial supplies, investments, and cre-

dits but they tended to be skeptical as regards capabilities of 

associations in solving these problems. These apprehensions were 

to be soon confirmed in practice* At present, there prevails 

a view that in Its present form the association is an unneces-

sary economic unit* Membership in associations would be advan-

tageous for enterprises If they grouped apart from agricultural 

units also enterprise* providing services for agriculture, con-

struction units etc. In .controversial issues, associations 

should represent interesta of enterprises*

The econoaic reforv has closely linked state agricultural 

farms with the financing bank creating a qualitatively new si-



tuation for both partners* Tha bank waa to become � guarantor 

of rationalization of enterpriaea' economic activity The econo~ 

mic calculus aa a baaia of eoononic policy of both partnera waa 

to play a decisive role* However, the practice of .»the last few 

years has already revealed many alarming phenomena. For enter» 

priae dependent, to a bigjer extant, on a bank credit, the bank 

has become a typically monopolistic organization in the field 

of financial services* Relationships between the bank and the 

enterprise gradually lose the character of economic partnership 

replaced by appearing bureaucratic tendencies* Banka apply per» 

manently "financial dictatorahip* /they iapoae terms of coope-

ration, employ blackmail with regard to granting credits etc«/* 

In this situation, the bank becomea the enterprise's superior 

and it forcea out terms concerning, for example, size of gran-

ted credlta or interest rates* Discretionary and formaliatic 

approach to the oradlt-grantlng la strongly criticized. Banka 

usurp a right for themaelves to give advice and recommendation^ 

which often collide with criteria of economic choice* It has 

become necessary to break the monopoly held by the so-called 

Bank of Food Economy in financial aervices provided for state 

agricultural farms. This should lead to a situation in whlcr 

enterprises would be treated as a real partner in their contacts 

with the bank, and would have a possibility of conducting 

authentic negotiationa about credit terma*

The economic reform has not brought any more important 

changes in relatlonahipa of state agricultural farms with dif-

ferent units providing services for agriculture* A little has 

changed in the aystem and conditions in which production, trade, 

and investment services are provided for agricultural farma* In 

the analyzed state agricultural farms, there can be observed 

a very pronounced trend towards a possibly fullest solving of 

the above problems on their own. The appearance of this trend 

has been due, on the one hand, to constantly growing costs of 

agricultural Bervice* accompanying their declining quality whi-

le, on the other hand, it is due to a largely negative evalua-

tion of contacts with units providing services. Also in thia 

sphere, Just like in contacts with the bank, there exiats a mo-

nopoly for services, which allows these units to impoae prices, 

time and volume of deliveries etc. being favourable for them.



This monopoly In the field of trading organUctions could 

be abolished if atate agricultural farms w r e  allowed to sell 

their producta on a wider scale in the free market. It would be 

especially beneficial for supply of big urban agglomerations 

with producta provided by state agricultural farms operating in 

a given area.

The freedom of operation of organizational atructures in 

atate agricultural farms obtained in 1981 led to dissolution of 

a conaiderable part of big agricultural complexes and agricul-

tural enterprlaea operating on bigger acreage. In this way, 

there haa been substantially increeeed the number of plants 

operating along principles of full Internal self-financing.

A certain number of these planta separated themselves and began 

to function as autonomous enterprises, while another part of 

thee changed their range of activity and acreage adjusting 

themselves to new local conditions. These processes are con- 

timed today and they tend to increaae the number of agricultu-

ral plants. Simultaneously, there ara taking plac* quite radical 

changes in the system of management in atate farms. Decisions 

concerning such baaic economic issues as elaboration of plans, 

conclusion of contracts, covering financial obligations, con- 

tracting credits have been transferred to plants. In this way, 

the range of powers and functions of enterprlaea' directors 

have been changed as well. In the present conditions, they 

should focus their efforts on current coordination, stimulste 

development processes and perform general supervision over a- 

ctlvitias of plants. On the negative side, there appear trends 

towards stricter administrative subordination of plants to the 

management of state agricultural farm» This is promoted by con-

centration of all investment decisions at the level of the en-

terprise, and instances can bf observed when management of the 

enterprise interferes into the planning process in plants. Mo-

reover, prôflts and waga fund are accounted at the enterprise's 

level, which is favourable for weaker plants and weakens the 

motivational system*

Despite these alarming phenomena restricting plants�* auto-

nomy, it should be noted that the present organizational struc-

ture in state farms constitutes a marked progress on the way to 

implementation of the principle of full economic self-accounttg.



the next step on thia way ahould be transformation of plants 

into enterpriaea wherever it ia possible for technical and or» 

ganizational reasons» Thia would pave the way for reducing a ne-

gative correlation between size of the enterprise and its ef-

fectiveness observed in the state sector. <T r
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B« Instruments of regulation of economic processes in state 

farms

The reformed economic-financial system is based on princi-

ples of autonomy and self-financing of enterprisea.

The most essential factor determining the economic situa-

tion of state agricultural farms in recent time have been pri-

ces. These farms in various spheres of their activity meet, in 

fact, all kinds of prices existing at present. It exerts a spe-

cific influence on their revenues and, namely, while selling 

their products they are allowed to charge official prices al-

most exclusively. In this way, they are deprived of a possibility

- accessible to a significant part of industrial enterprisea - 

of maximizing their revenues from aales by manipulating prlcea. 

Accordingly, the enterprise may maximize its profits in practice 

through raising the volume of sold production and Improving its 

quality or through undertaking measures aimed at changing pro-

duction structure /this is more difficult in agriculture owing 

to a q>eciflc character of production in this sector/.

Although official prices are not directly determined by 

state agricultural farms, it should not be forgotten that tbeir 

growth is also a result of preasures exerted by state farms, 

which determine, to a significant degree, marginal coats of 

agricultural production. In the period under suryey, the state 

purchasing prices were very favourable for state farms. They 

were- increased twice, which #$%$&( a factor improving radically 

the financial situation of enterprises.

The solutions adopted by the new economic system were to 

strengthen the interest taken by enterprises in the cost side 

of their activity. According to the Consultative Economic Coun-

cil, state farms recorded a relatively bigger drop in their ma-

terial costs in relation to indices of production dynamlcsi This 

might testify to a certain degree of progress in rationalization



of their activity. This opinion was not confirmed, however, by 

our studies* Despite the fact that costs were growing more 

slowly than production in terms of value -urrent pricec/,

unit production costs rose at the fiam time* It was caused both 

by growth of prices of supplies, wages, and by the initial /in 

the financial year 1981/198^ sharp drop and later slight growth 

or stabilization of production In material terms. It should be 

underlined however, that in spite of major reservations made In 

relation to the present pricing policy, prices become, to an 

ever growing extent, a parameter In choosing the structure of 

production in the analyzed enterprises*

The financial burdensof state farms constitute a disputable 

element of their economic-financial system as well. Some claim 

that they are nuch higher than those carried by private farms* 

When analyzing thia problem, It should be remembered that these 

disproportions are largely a result ofspecific characteristics 

of both types of farms as regards utilization of labour* A pre-

dominant part of the financial burden of state farms is con-

nected with labour employment* On the other hand, as regards 

typical forms of financial burdens /such as tax on land, land 

rent or Its equivalent, etc*/ state farea are in a raich more 

advantageous position* Thua, for example, in the analyzed en-

terprises in conditions created by the new system, the remai-

ning financial burden /riot connected with the employment factor/ 

ranged from 5 *3 *per cent to almost 1 2 per cent of the entire 

financial burden. While evaluationg the system of financial b u v 

dens, the enterprises were pointing at still insufficient dif-

ferentiation of tax on land rates /all the more so as it is 

commonly treated as the main Instrument equalizing differences 

in conditions of production/, and the necessity of restoring 

its economic functions.

The controversial tax on the so-called fund of professional 

activation estimated according to an average wage per one em-

ployee creates antistimuli to reducing employment volume, and 

hence it cannot perform positive regulatory functions in this 

field.

The next factor exerting its influence on the final finan-

cial result are various forms of increasing the financial ac-

cumulation, and especially subsidies. Here the first year of



the new system's operation eaw major changes. The subsidizing 

of production was largely restricted It aeemed that it would be 

further decreased in the next year, which would contribute to 

fuller Implementation of the principle of enterpriaea'1 aelf- 

financing, but the practice proved to be different. Although 

subsidies in total revemes are today smaller than before the 

financial year 1981/1982, in the financial year 1982/1983 the 

subsidies for production activity in the analyzed enterprises 

grew two or three times in relation to the year ago. Their 

share in revenues of enterprises rose aa well.

The regulatory instruments auch asi the principles of laun-

ching and financing Investment projects, the principles of fi-

nancing working capital, the system of funds deserve a poaitive 

estimation in the opinion of the enterprises' management. They 

contribute to enhanced resposibility of enterprises for their 

decisions, they increase their autonomy, and allow for elastic 

responding to current economic needs.

On the other hand, analysis of functioning of the category 

of profit as a microeconomic criterion of choice end simulta-

neously a basis for evaluation of activity of the state agri-

cultural farm in the present economic conditions arouses defi-

nite doubts and reservations.

First, in certain circumstances evaluation of financial 

results scored by enterprises solely on the basis of this cri-

terion /without- a detailed analysis of the sources of profit/ 

may lead to false conclusions concerning the real effectiveness 

of their economic activity. What we mean here ia a possibility 

of appearing factors being independent of enterprises /rise in 

the state prices of purchasing agricultural product! subsidies, 

Incomplete accountinf of inputs, etc./ raising their revenues 

even when production measured in materiel terms drops at the 

same time. This phenomenon was most pronounced especially in 

the first year of the reform, but it continues to be actual 

today as well.

Second, there may appear in practice /as it has been con-

firmed by our studies/ a contradiction between desire of enter-

prises /plants/ to maximize their profit, microrationality of 

management of the factors of production and socially desirable 

structure of production. With the existing price relations,



a consistent orientation of enterpriees at profit would imply 

a necessity of withdrawing or substantially restricting produc-

tion lines considered to be deficit or brftiging poor profits 

yfeany analyzed plente pointed here mainly atjbreedlng of slaugh-

ter cattle end partly hogs/» At the same time, ihls production 

area is most necessary for the society, while enterprises often 

have appropriate capacities for conducting it.

For profit to be uaéd as a criterion of choice by state 

farms It is necessary to fulfil many conditions such as making 

appropriate ellowsnes in the system's solutions for objective 

differentiation of production conditions, bringing about ap-

propriate relations between factors of production and prices of 

agricultural produce, as well as obtaining appropriate rela-

tions of prices within the framework of thia production. It is 

also necessary to take into account a specific nature of agri-

cultural production with its strong dependence on atmospheric 

conditions and the ensuing risk for production effects.

C. Motivational system

There prevails an opinion that solutions in this sphere 

constitute the weakest link in the new principles, while simul-

taneously it is recognized that deep changes are necessary here. 

The wage of an aeloultural worker in the state farm is composed 

of eeveral elements; basic wage /or piecework wage/, monthly 

efficiency bonus /which may reach up to 20 per cent of a basic 

wage/, and different fringe benefits, as well as an annual pre-

mium paid from the employees' fUnd. To this there must be added 

benefits in kind.

The present wage system is quite expanded and it is charac-

terized with a big restricting of the motivational function of 

wages in favour of the socio-welfare function. Its main short-

comings, In our opinion, include:

/1/ absence of mechanism ensuring correlation between produc-

tion growth in material terms and wage dynamics - the lat-

ter is growing fester and, moreover, there are observed 

quite often situations when respectice indices of dynamics 

show opposite trends of changes. Of course, this discrepancy 

between growth of wages and growth of production in terma
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of value does not exist or it is much smaller out this is 

mainly a result of the Impact exerted by purchasing prices 

on the value of production and sales;

/2/ another ac!pect of this problem is very weak influence of 

elements dependent on efficiency of work on total wages 

/this relationship was undermined in the fir* year during 

which the new system was in operation/ - in the analyzed 

enterprises it ranged e.g. from 30 to A3 per cent;

/3/ relative predominance of annual premiums for material sti-

mulation purposes;

/4/ excessive expansion of the wage system.

Propositions aiming at improvement of the motivational sys-

tem envisage the following solutions:

- enhancing the role of baaic wage with simultaneous reduc-

tion of the number of obligatory benefits and premiums;

- extension of application of the piece-rate /and sometimes 

of commissioned/ wage system with restriction to th* in-

dispensable minimum of the time-premium /hourly/ wage 

system;

- expansion of enterprises' autonomy and rights to conduct' 

an active internal wage policy in particular plants.

Solutions adopted in the decree regulating wage principles 

do not fully correspond to our postulat**« Some doubts are 

aroused by preservation of premium automatism, small rang* of 

piece-rate tasks, too small scope of current stimulation of em-

ployees« The d«gree of such stimulation might be increased at 

th* cost of annual premiums, which do not provide a good moti-

vational instrument as they are paid out with considerable de-

lay in relation to the tim* in which work was done*

Improvements in th* motivational syatem in the analyzed en-

terprise* /with the exception of one enterprise, in which no 

changes were effect*d/ consisted in attempts at Increasing dif-

ferentiation of wages, expanding the premium system, among 

others, through introduction of individual premium indicators 

and creation of the premium fund remaining at the disposal of 

plants' managers, and expansion of th* scope of pi*c* work.

Effectiveness of the modernized motivational system is un-

dermined by the principle of accounting profits at th* l*v*l of 

th* enterprise applied in all th* analyzed enterprises, which



causes that economic effects obtained by a given plant exert 

only an indirect influence on wages of its employees* A nega-

tive influence on thia system is exerted also by factors, which 

are independent of the enterprise e.g* situation in the local 

labour market, rapid growth of prices, and generally bad market 

situation*

3. Conclusions
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Introduction of the new system started the process of ratio-

nalization of economic management and activity in state agri-

cultural farms. It found its expression in the deepening of the 

economic calculus, improvement of their organization, equipping 

the decision-making process with greater elasticity. However, 

it failed to produce the expected improvement in effectiveness 

of the economic management in this sector. Neither were all the 

problems solved satisfactorily* Operation of the motivational 

system, tax system, profit measure, and certain aspects of orga-

nizational ties arouse our reservations*

There appeared, moreover, negative phenomena restricting 

freedom of the economic calculus* An example here might be in-

crease of subsidies in the last year of the reform.

It is, however, in the social interest that positive trends 

ahould be continued and mechanism of the reform in state agri- 

cultural farms further improved. ,
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Nowy system ekonomiczno-finansowy w pa�stwowych gospodarstwach 

.rolnych - za�o!enie 1 efekty .-

Autorzy mimo, �e podejmuj" analiz" funkcjonowania pa�stwo-

wych przedsi#biorstw rolnych, tj, przedsi#biorstw dzia�aj"cych 

w daleko odmiennej aferze ni! przedsi#biorstwa przemys�owe, to 

Jednak w latocie analizuj" te same problemy, które s" podj#te 

w innych opracowaniach zamieszczonych w tym zbiorze a dotycz"-

cych przedsi#biorstwa* Zajmuj" si# Oni problematyk" organiza-

cyjnych zmian w systemie pa�stwowych przedsi#biorstw rolnych,. 

instrumentami sterowania procesami gospodarczymi, systemem moty-

wacyjnym* Akcentuj"c, !e r* 1961 przyniós� ostateczn" dyskredy-

tacj# bezpo$rednich mechanizmów i centralnej alokacji i Jedno-

cze$nie stworzy� - teoretycznie - przes�anki poprawy racjonal-

no$ci gospodarowania* Odwo�uj"c si# do wyników bada� empirycznych 

w�asnych i innych o$rodków naukowych oraz pi$miennictwa wykazu-

j" Jednakowo! s�abo$ci wielu rozwi"za�, których usuni#cie wa-

runkuje post#p w efektywno$ci gospodarowania*


